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Traffic Impact Study i  
AllPoints Development  

Executive Summary  
 

Background:  
A large-scale industrial distribution development is proposed to be located north of Bradford Road (E 
County Road 200 S) between Smith Road (S County Road 900 E) and Ronald Reagan Parkway in 
Avon, Indiana. The proposed development consists of roughly seven million square feet of new 
building space, which is proposed to be categorized as either warehousing or high cube parcel hub 
warehouse, with substantial completion by 2022. 
 
The purpose of this study is to determine the traffic impacts associated with the build-out of the 
proposed development on the study roads and intersections (see Image 1 in the body of the report) 
where significant impact is anticipated.  

 
Results and Recommendations:  
The traffic impacts of the proposed development were thoroughly studied and the principal findings 
and recommendations are: 

• The proposed AllPoints development is expected to generate 12,069 new trips during an 
average weekday, 1,179 new trips during the AM peak hour and 1,318 new trips during the 
PM peak hour under the classification of “warehouse.” 

• The proposed AllPoints development is expected to generate 53,754 new trips during an 
average weekday, 4,855 new trips during the AM peak hour and 4,439 new trips during the 
PM peak hour under the classification of “high cube parcel hub.”  

• The signalized study intersections, shown in Image 1, currently operate with acceptable 
delays. 

• The signalized study intersections are projected to continue to operate acceptably according 
to overall delays through the build scenario when utilizing the Warehouse land usage except 
for CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan Parkway. Longer queues for several approaches are also a 
concern. 

• Bradford Road & Smith Road and CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan Parkway begin to experience 
excessive delays during both the AM and PM peak hours for the higher traffic generation land 
use of High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse. 

• The side-street stop-controlled study intersections are currently operating at acceptable levels 
with the exception of CR 100 S & Smith Road which experiences higher westbound queues.  

• All side-street stop-controlled intersections, except CR 100 S & Smith Road, are projected to 
operate within acceptable boundaries under the Warehouse land usage.  

• The High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse land usage sees all side-street stop-controlled 
intersections operating outside of the acceptable bounds for both the AM and PM peak hours.   
 

Based on these results it is recommended to: 
• Upgrade the intersections to the layouts needed to accommodate the lower traffic generator, 

Warehouse land usage, as discussed in the Vehicular Mitigation Analysis section. 
• Construct roundabouts at Bradford Road & Smith Road and CR 100 S & Smith Road instead 

of signalized intersections. If future volumes increase to the point where ¾-accesses or right-in 
right-out accesses are needed, the roundabouts provide convenient locations for U-turns to 
occur for drivers forced to turn away from their preferred path. 

• Reserve enough right of way along the study corridors and intersections to have sufficient land 
to expand to the high traffic generator land use mitigation layouts discussed for the High Cube 
Parcel Hub Warehouse mitigation. 

• Develop criteria for access driveways like those discussed here to minimize conflicts with 
adjacent intersections and provide sufficient capacity for the developments. 
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1. Introduction 

a. Proposed Development 
The proposed AllPoints development is generally located around Smith Road 
between Bradford Road and County Road (CR) 100 S in Avon, Indiana. Figure 1 
in the Appendix shows the general location of the site. The following are key 
attributes of the proposed development: 

i. There are proposed to be approximately ten accesses within the eight-
building development. Five of the accesses are located on Smith Road, two 
on AllPoints Parkway, one on Bradford Road, and two on CR 100 S. 

ii. The proposed development will include a total of 6,939,000 square feet, 
studied in this report as either warehouse or high cube parcel hub space.  

 
This study is based on a concept development plan titled “Site Map – Existing and 
Future Traffic Generators.” Assuming the general characteristics of the proposed 
development remain approximately the same as documented, minor changes in 
the final design are not expected to alter the study results or recommendations. 
The provided site plan can be found in the Appendix. 

b. Purpose of Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine the traffic impacts associated with the 
build-out of the proposed development. The traffic impacts are studied on the 
roads and intersections where significant impact is anticipated, and improvements 
are recommended where mitigation is needed. For those not familiar with the 
general concepts and terms associated with traffic engineering, The Language of 
Traffic Engineering guide is provided in the Appendix. 

c. Study Objectives 
The objectives of this study are: 

i. Document how the study intersections and roadways currently operate. 
ii. Forecast the amount of traffic expected to be generated by the proposed 

development under two development scenarios. 
iii. Determine how the study intersections and roadways will operate in the 

future with the proposed development under two development scenarios. 
iv. Recommend appropriate mitigation measures if poor operations are 

identified.  
 

The roadways corridors studied in this document include those surrounding the 
proposed site, which are: 

i. E County Road 100 S (CR 100 S) 
ii. Smith Road  
iii. Bradford Road 
iv. Ronald Reagan Parkway  
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For the purposes of this traffic study, the study intersections closest to the 
proposed development and where the greatest impact is expected were chosen 
for review and include: 

i. Bradford Road & Ronald Reagan Parkway 
ii. Bradford Road & AllPoints Parkway 
iii. Bradford Road & Smith Road 
iv. AllPoints Parkway & Smith Road 
v. CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan Parkway 
vi. CR 100 S & Smith Road 
vii. Site Driveways 

 
The proposed site and public study intersections are shown below in Image 1. 

 
Image 1 – Study Intersections 

 
 

It should be noted that this study does not account for the existing roadway 
conditions such as pavement quality or appropriate drainage. 
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2. Existing Conditions 

a. Corridor Characteristics 
As mentioned, the proposed development area is located around Smith Road 
between Bradford Road and CR 100 S. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the 
key roadway corridors around this site and within the study area. 

Table 1 – Study Corridor Characteristics 

Name Designation1 Classification2 
Speed 
Limit Lanes Transit3 

Peds/ 
Bicycles 

Bradford Road CR 200 S Major Collector 40 mph 2 Divided Every 
Half-Hour 

Sidewalks on 
Both Sides 

CR 100 S CR 100 S Major Collector 40 mph 2 Divided None No 
Sidewalks 

Smith Road CR 900E Major Collector 40 mph 2 Divided Every 
Half-Hour 

No 
Sidewalks 

Ronald Reagan 
Parkway -- Principal 

Arterial 45 mph 4 Divided None Sidewalks on 
East Side 

1 CR = County Road. 
2 Per the INDOT classification map. 
3 The approximate frequency of transit service during the peak periods. 

b. Traffic Volumes 
Based on the counts provided by www.OnlineTrafficData.com and the Indiana 
Department of Transportation’s Traffic Count Database System (TCDS), the 
current daily traffic volumes on each study corridor were determined. The most up 
to date counts were used when selecting volumes between the two sources: 

i. 19,000 vehicles per day on Ronald Reagan Parkway north of CR 100 S. 
ii. 21,700 vehicles per day on Ronald Reagan Parkway south of Bradford Road. 
iii. 7,000 vehicles per day on Bradford Road between Smith Road and Ronald 

Reagan Parkway. 
iv. 6,000 vehicles per day on Bradford Road west of Smith Road 
v. 2,500 vehicles per day on Bradford Road east of Ronald Reagan Parkway. 
vi. 10,200 vehicles per day on CR 100 S east of Ronald Reagan Parkway. 
vii. 9,500 vehicles per day on CR 100 S west of Smith Road. 
viii. 3,400 vehicles per day on Smith Road between Bradford Road and CR 100 

S. 
 
Peak hour turning movements at the study intersections were provided in three 
recent studies: 

• 2017 Bradford Road (CR 200S) & AllPoints Parkway Traffic Study (BF&S 
Civil Engineers) 

• 2017 CR 100S Traffic Impact Study (American Structurepoint Inc.) 
• 2006 Traffic Analysis for AllPoints Midwest (Traffic Engineering, Inc.) 

 
These corridor and intersection volumes provide the base of the study. The existing 
peak hour volumes are shown in the graphic on the following page. 
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3. Forecasted Traffic 

a. Site Traffic Forecasting 
A trip generation analysis was performed for the development site based on the 
methods published in the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip 
Generation Manual, 10th Edition. The ITE manual compiles studies from across 
the country to provide a national average traffic for various land uses. 

 
The new trips generated by the proposed development are shown in Table 2. A 
detailed trip generation table showing the exact breakdown of new trips is provided 
in the Appendix.  

 
Table 2 – New Trip Generation 

Land	Use	
Code	 Description	&	Size Daily	 AM	Peak	Hour	 PM	Peak	Hour	

In	 Out	 In	 Out	 In	 In	

150 Warehousing (6,936 ksf) 6,034 6,034 908 271 356 962 

156 High Cube Parcel Hub 
Warehouse (6,936 ksf) 26,877 26,877 2,428 2,428 3,019 1,420 

 
A trip distribution pattern was developed for the generated traffic going to and from 
the proposed development. This pattern is based on the existing traffic volumes, 
site access, competing land uses, and access to the regional transportation 
system. The general trip distribution pattern for this study is: 

 
i. 25 percent of the generated traffic to/from north of the development CR 

800E, Ronald Reagan Parkway, and S Raceway Road. 
ii. 25 percent of the generated traffic to/from west of the development on CR 

100 and Bradford Road. 
iii. 30 percent of the generated traffic to/from south of the development on 

Smith Road and Ronald Reagan Parkway. 
iv. 20 percent of the generated traffic to/from east of the development on CR 

100 and Bradford Road. 
 

Traffic generated by the site development was assigned to the area roadways per 
this distribution pattern.  

b. Non-site Traffic Forecasting 
To forecast future traffic volumes in the study area outside of the proposed 
development’s traffic, specific other developments around the site and the general 
growth in traffic are considered. Several sources were also consulted to determine 
general background growth in the area, including: 

• Historic traffic data on the study roadways. 
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• Generic growth factor for the County as developed by the Indiana 
Department of Transportation (INDOT). 

• Previous studies in the surrounding area. 
 

Based on this information, the non-site traffic forecast was based on a 10 percent 
growth rate. Additional volume was added from and to the vacant land to the north 
of the proposed development. This volume, based on previous reports, accounts 
for development of the vacant land to the north of CR 100 S & Smith Road where 
the largest impact occurs. 

 
Finally, two developments were assumed to be constructed within the project area 
but not included in the provided site plan. One industrial building north of Bradford 
Road and west of the existing building on the northwest corner of AllPoints 
Parkway & Bradford Road, and a second industrial and retail development on the 
vacant land on the southeast corner of Smith Road & AllPoints Parkway. The 
combined trip generation of these additional developments resulted in 4,122 new 
daily trips (2,061 entering and 2,061 exiting), 582 new AM peak hour trips (512 
entering and 70 exiting), and 524 new PM peak hour trips (68 entering and 455 
exiting). 

c. Total Traffic 
Traffic forecasts were developed for the 2022 scenarios by adding the traffic 
generated by the proposed development to the non-site forecast volumes. The 
existing and resultant 2022 peak hour forecasts are shown in the Appendix.  

d. Site Accesses 
There are proposed to be 12 main accesses into the sites as shown on the site 
plan in Figure 2 in the Appendix. Six of the accesses are located on Smith Road, 
two on AllPoints Parkway, two on Bradford Road, and two on CR 100 S. While the 
exact number and location along each road may change, this concept provided a 
backdrop to determine travel paths for vehicles from the general trip distribution 
discussed to individual developments in the study area.  
 
Further discussion regarding the access driveways is presented in the Analysis 
section of this report. 
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4. Analyses  

a. Corridor Vehicular Analysis 
While many factors contribute to a road feeling congested, the two biggest factors 
are volume, how many vehicles are using the road, and capacity, how many 
vehicles the road can accommodate a day. Transportation professionals use these 
pieces of information to create a ratio of volume to capacity. For example, a road 
with a volume to a capacity ratio of 1.0, where the traffic demand is nearly equal to 
the traffic supply, will feel congested to motorists. 
 
Below is a rough guide of the daily traffic volumes different types of roads can 
accommodate based on Exhibits 10-9 and 16-14 of the Highway Capacity Manual. 
For planning-level purposes, if the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) volume on a 
roadway is below the threshold, then it is considered un-congested. If the daily 
volume is over the threshold, the road is near-congestion or congested. The range 
in volumes reflect different roadway characteristics such as having exclusive turn 
lanes, intersection traffic control like signals, and proper access spacing. 

• 2-Lane Roads; volumes between 8,900 to 18,300 vehicles per day. 
• 4-Lane Roads; volumes between 18,600 and 36,800 vehicles per day. 
• 6-Lane Roads; volumes between 29,100 and 55,300 vehicles per day. 

 
The above capacities represent planning-level, capacity in ideal roadway 
conditions with assumptions for the percentage of peak hour traffic, access 
spacing, traffic control, and other factors. Research from UC Berkley, for example, 
indicates quality of life along a residential street is negatively impacted when the 
ADT exceeds 1,000 vehicles per day. Therefore, the 1,000 vehicle per day 
threshold is used for the capacity along neighborhood two lane roads even though 
its physical capacity is approximately ten times larger. 
 
To provide an initial planning-level screening, Chart 1 provides the daily volume to 
capacity ratios of the study corridors during the study year. As shown, all corridors 
are below the planning capacity of the existing roadway configuration when using 
the lower land use generation of Warehouse. When assuming the higher 
generator of High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse, Bradford Road, CR 100 S, and 
Smith Road exceed the planning level volume/capacity ratio suggesting additional 
lanes will be required to provide sufficient capacity for the projected volumes.  
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Chart 1 – Corridor Volume to Capacity 

 

b. Intersection Vehicular Analysis 
Individual intersections can perform poorly during peak periods while the overall 
roadway corridor is operating with an uncongested daily volume to capacity ratio 
lower than 1.0. Therefore, capacity analyses are performed for the study 
intersections to determine if they need improvements such as turn lanes or an 
upgrade in traffic control. 
 
The existing and forecasted turning movement volumes along with the existing 
intersection configurations and traffic control were used to develop the average 
delay per intersection in each study scenario. The current intersection geometry 
and control for each study intersection is shown in the Appendix. The delay 
calculations were done in accordance with the Highway Capacity Manual 6th 
Edition using the Vistro software package. The full calculations for each study 
scenario, including Level of Service (LOS) grades and queue lengths, are included 
in the Appendix. Also included is a guide explaining the Level of Service grade 
concept. 
 
Chart 2 (AM peak hour) and Chart 3 (PM peak hour) show the average peak hour 
delay per traffic signal-controlled intersection for each study scenario. The LOS 
D/E boundary of 55 seconds of delay per vehicle is considered the threshold 
between acceptable and unacceptable traffic signal operation in Indiana. The initial 
signal timing used for the existing conditions was taken from the previous studies 
for the site.  
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Chart 2 – AM Peak Hour Delays: Signal Controlled Intersections  

 
 

Chart 3 – PM Peak Hour Delays: Signal Controlled Intersections 

 
Instead of reporting average approach delays like the previous charts, Chart 4 (AM 
peak hour) and Chart 5 (PM peak hour) show the 95th percentile queue as the 
measure of effectiveness at intersections with side street stop sign control. Based 
on our experience, improvements are not warranted at these types of intersections 
until the 95th percentile queue at a stop sign is in the five to ten vehicle range.  
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Average delays are not presented for intersections with side street stop sign 
control because the vast majority of vehicles going through the intersection are on 
the main roadway and have zero delay, which leads to low overall average delays. 
At side street stop sign controlled approaches to busy roadways, the average 
delay for all the vehicles on the approach often exceeds 60 seconds. This can be 
the case for a few vehicles waiting at the stop sign where improvements would not 
be justified based on the low traffic volume.  

 
Chart 4 – AM Peak Hour Queues: Side Street Stop Sign Controlled 
Intersections 

 
 

Chart 5 – PM Peak Hour Queues: Side Street Stop Sign Controlled 
Intersections 
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As shown in Charts 2 and 3, the signalized study intersections currently operate 
with acceptable delays and are projected to continue to operate acceptably 
through the build scenario when utilizing the Warehouse land usage. The one 
exception is at the CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan Parkway signalized intersection 
which begins to experience slightly higher than preferred delays with the 
intersection operating at LOS E. When assuming the higher traffic generation land 
use of High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse the intersections of Bradford Road & 
Smith Road and CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan Parkway begin to experience 
excessive delays during both the AM and PM peak hours. 
 
Beyond the overall levels of service presented, the vehicle queues at the 
signalized intersections were examined. Although the overall intersection operates 
acceptably, long queues can still represent an issue in terms of impacts to 
adjacent accesses, potential blocking of turn lane bays, and general driver 
frustration. Per this examination, several approaches at most intersections 
exhibited longer than desired vehicle queues suggesting mitigation is necessary to 
truly provide acceptable operations.  
 
Under existing conditions, the side-street stop-controlled study intersections are 
currently operating at acceptable levels, with the exception of CR 100 S & Smith 
Road which experiences higher queues due to westbound left turning traffic 
blocking the through moving traffic as they wait for gaps in traffic. This intersection 
becomes significantly worse in both build scenarios. However, all other side-street 
stop-controlled intersections are projected to operate within acceptable boundaries 
under the Warehouse land usage. This is not the case for the High Cube Parcel 
Hub Warehouse land usage, which sees all side-street stop-controlled 
intersections operating outside of the acceptable bounds for both the AM and PM 
peak hours.   
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c. Vehicular Mitigation Analysis 
Per the above analysis, the proposed roadway system is not sufficient to 
accommodate the expected generated traffic from the warehousing developments 
within the project area. As each land use has a significantly different trip 
generation rate, two sets of mitigation were reviewed: 

1. Mitigation for the High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse’s high generation, and  
2. Mitigation for the Warehouse’s low generation.  

 
At Bradford Road & Smith Road and CR 100 S & Smith Road a roundabout as 
well as a traffic signal were modeled for mitigation. Besides having existing 
roundabouts in this area, this traffic control was explored in previous studies and 
provides flexibility for access control in the future if needed as U-turns can easily 
be accommodated within a roundabout.  
 
Roundabouts were not considered for the Ronald Reagan Parkway intersections 
as that is a signalized corridor with high mainline volumes and high speeds. A 
roundabout may not be an appropriate traffic control device in that situation and 
thus was not explored further. Similarly, the AllPoints Parkway has high mainline 
volumes and was not explored for roundabout control. 
 
For the High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse, the following intersection mitigation 
was implemented: 

i. Updated signal timing at all signalized intersections. 
ii. Signalization of Bradford Road & AllPoints Parkway with dual southbound 

left turn lanes. 
iii. Separate left, through, and right turn lanes for all approaches at Bradford 

Road & Smith Road with dual eastbound left turn lanes provided. 
Additionally, a two-by-two roundabout with right turn by-pass lanes was 
analyzed. 

iv. Six-phase signalization of Smith Road & AllPoints Parkway with: 
o Separated left, though, and right turn lanes for Smith Road 

approaches. 
o Left and shared through/right configuration for AllPoints Parkway. 

v. Assuming CR 100 S & Smith Road becomes a four-leg intersection with 
development of the land to the north: 

o Six-phase signalization with separated left, through, and right turn 
lanes for northbound and southbound traffic and separated left, dual 
through, and right turn lanes for CR 100 S traffic. 

o Or a two-by-two roundabout with right turn by-pass lanes. 
vi. Dual left turns for northbound Ronald Reagan Parkway at CR 100 S with 

separated left, through, and shared through/right layout for eastbound 
CR 100 S traffic and left, dual through, and right turn lanes for westbound 
traffic. 

vii. Bradford Road was updated to a four-lane roadway with left turn lanes from 
Ronald Reagan Parkway to AllPoints Parkway. The northernmost 
westbound through leg terminates into the westbound right turn lane at the 
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AllPoints Parkway. The three-lane roadway can then be continued west. 
For eastbound traffic, expand from one to two through lanes at the existing 
site access west of the Bradford Road & AllPoints Parkway intersection, 
then continuing to the east to the Ronald Reagan Parkway where the 
southernmost lane terminates into the eastbound right turn lane.  

viii. Expand the northbound Smith Road from Bradford Road from one to two 
through lanes for roughly 500 feet north of the intersection to receive the 
dual eastbound left turn traffic was provided. Traffic would merge back to 
one northbound lane at that point. 

ix. Provide a four-lane section on CR 100 S from east of the Ronald Reagan 
Parkway intersection to west of the Smith Road intersection. 
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For the Warehouse land use, the following intersection mitigation was 
implemented: 

i. Updated signal timing at all signalized intersections. 
ii. Signalization of Bradford Road & AllPoints Parkway. 
iii. Separate left, through, and right turn lanes for all approaches at Bradford 

Road & Smith Road. Additionally, a single circulating lane roundabout with 
right-turn by-pass lanes was analyzed. 

iv. Side-street stop-control of Smith Road & AllPoints Parkway with: 
o Separated right, though, and left turn lanes for Smith Road 

approaches. 
o Left and shared through/right configuration for AllPoints Parkway. 

v. Assuming CR 100 S & Smith Road becomes a four-leg intersection with 
development of the land to the north: 

o Six-Phase signalization with separate left, through, and right turn 
lanes for all approaches with dual westbound through lanes 
provided.  

o Or a two-by-two roundabout with right turn by-pass lanes. 
vi. Dual left turns for northbound Ronald Reagan Parkway at CR 100 S with 

separated left, through, and shared through/right layout for eastbound and 
westbound CR 100 S traffic. 

 
With mitigation for each land use determined, the public study intersections were 
again analyzed to determine the potential improvement in operations. Based on 
initial results, the p.m. peak hour experiences the highest volumes on the corridors 
and through the intersections. If the mitigation can adequately accommodate the 
p.m. peak hour volumes, other hours of the day will also have acceptable 
operations. 
 
Chart 6 shows the mitigated results for the High Cube Parcel Warehouse land use. 
Note that not all intersections are analyzed as roundabouts and some existing 
intersections are under side-street stop control today, meaning a missing bar line 
for those scenarios. 
  
Charts 7 and 8 show the mitigated analysis results for the Warehouse land use 
option. As with the earlier mitigation chart, some bar lines appear to be missing 
due to not being examined as a roundabout or having a stop-controlled 
intersection before mitigation that is not shown.  
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Chart 6 – High Cube Parcel Hub Mitigated PM Peak Hour Delays: 
Signal/roundabout Controlled Intersections  

 
 

Chart 7 – Warehousing Mitigated PM Peak Hour Delays: 
Signal/Roundabout Controlled Intersections  
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Chart 8 – Warehousing Mitigated PM Peak Hour Queues: Side Street Stop 
Sign Controlled Intersections 

 
 

As shown in the charts, the analyzed mitigation results in decreased delays, 
smaller queues, and acceptable results for both land use trip generations. 
 
Given the inherent uncertainty in future development, planning for the geometry 
associated with the Warehouse land use is recommended as the first step. 
Reserving right-of-way for the ultimate geometry associated with the High Cube 
Parcel Warehouse Hub land use allows for future expansion when necessary 
based on actual conditions. In addition, any improvements should consider the 
ultimate geometry. For instance, a roundabout can be specifically designed to 
allow for easy expansion when increased volumes are imminent.  

d. AllPoints Parkway Extension 
AllPoints Parkway currently provides a short east-west segment from the 
intersection of Smith Road east for less than one mile. Extending this corridor to 
the east or the west is a potential option to consider as part of any mitigation 
strategy. 
 
An AllPoints Parkway extension west could connect into the existing adjacent 
residential developments. While this road would provide an access for those 
residents, the area does not have a standard collector road for north-south or east-
west travel. The AllPoints Parkway extension would not therefore provide a 
regional connection. In addition, any warehouse traffic in the neighborhood would 
likely be viewed negatively by residents. For these reasons, a connection to the 
west has little value and is not recommended. 
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An AllPoints Parkway extension east could connect through Ronald Reagan 
Parkway and to CR 1050 S and the adjacent residential areas. This connection 
provides what the west connection lacked, a direct path to regional roads. 
Employees and others in the industrial development areas would be provided 
another route to Ronald Reagan Parkway and its regional connections, like 
Highway 36, Highway 40, and Interstate 70. Residents to the east would also have 
another connection to Ronald Reagan Parkway. Instead of two connections, traffic 
would be spread out among three intersections; CR 100 S, AllPoints Parkway east 
extension, and Bradford Road. For instance, northbound lefts on Ronald Reagan 
Parkway into the development area number about 900 in the p.m. peak hour. If 
evenly divided among three intersections, that would be 300 left turns in the p.m. 
peak hour compared to 450 left turns in the p.m. peak hour with two intersections. 
 
The projected traffic volumes in the area were adjusted to account for this potential 
connection. The analysis of the adjusted volumes revealed the same mitigation is 
necessary as previously described. However, the new connection improves results 
at almost all intersections and approaches. The intersection of AllPoints Parkway 
with Ronald Reagan Parkway was analyzed with a traffic signal, which is likely 
necessary to ensure side street traffic can turn onto the main line and coordination 
between the Ronald Reagan Parkway traffic signals can occur. 

e. Site Access Review 
The site accesses should be designed to help minimize delay and queuing at the 
intersections. To achieve the most efficient operation the following is 
recommended: 

i. For site accesses onto Smith Road and Bradford Road provide separate 
shared left/through and right turn lanes. This configuration will allow right 
turns to progress through the intersection without waiting behind left or 
through movements, which typically have higher delays. Two outbound 
lanes will also reduce vehicle queues. 

ii. For site accesses onto AllPoints Parkway, provide at a minimum a wide 
flared single lane for all movements. The wider flared lane will provide an 
effective short right turn lane allowing space for one or two right turning 
vehicles to complete their movement without being blocked by left and 
through vehicles. 

iii. At all site accesses, provide a wide entering lane to accommodate the wider 
turning movements of heavy-vehicles without impeding on the exiting site 
access lanes. 

iv. Plan for mainline left turn lanes at most, if not all, access driveway. As the 
public road intersections are planned to provide exclusive left turn lanes, 
space will be provided for these lanes if the roadway width is maintained 
from public intersection to public intersection.  

v. Where possible, keep access driveways a minimum of 330 feet from public 
intersections. This distance allows for the development of exclusive turn 
lanes at either intersection and provides space for drivers to sufficiently 
account for turning movements for adjacent intersections. For intersections 
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within that distance, consider restricting movements (3/4-quarter design or 
right-in/right-out only) as well as entrance-only driveway to minimize 
conflicts. 

A public cul-de-sac road, located at roughly the halfway point between AllPoints 
Parkway and CR 100 S, is proposed to provide access to buildings 14, 16, and 17 
of the future development. The volumes to and from is road are expected to be 
similar, although slightly higher than other access driveways. As such, this 
connection should be treated similarly, with exclusive left and right turning lanes 
on Smith Road. The new road itself should provide a single inbound lane with two 
outbound lanes (left turn and right turn lane). This geometry will be sufficient to 
accommodate the expected volumes under either development scenario and 
provide acceptable operations.  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The traffic impacts of the proposed development were thoroughly studied and the 
principal findings and recommendations are: 

• The proposed AllPoints development is expected to generate 12,069 new trips 
during an average weekday, 1,179 new trips during the AM peak hour and 
1,318 new trips during the PM peak hour under the classification of 
“warehouse.” 

• The proposed AllPoints development is expected to generate 53,754 new trips 
during an average weekday, 4,855 new trips during the AM peak hour and 
4,439 new trips during the PM peak hour under the classification of “high cube 
parcel hub.”  

• The signalized study intersections currently operate with acceptable delays. 
• The signalized study intersections are projected to continue to operate 

acceptably according to overall delays through the 2022 build scenario when 
utilizing the Warehouse land usage except for CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan 
Parkway which begins to experience LOS E. Longer queues for several 
approaches are also a concern. 

• Bradford Road & Smith Road and CR 100 S & Ronald Reagan Parkway begin 
to experience excessive delays during both the AM and PM peak hours for the 
higher traffic generation land use of High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse. 

• The side-street stop-controlled study intersections are currently operating at 
acceptable levels, with the exception of CR 100 S & Smith Road which 
experiences higher westbound queues.  

• All side-street stop-controlled intersections, except CR 100 S & Smith Road, 
are projected to operate within acceptable boundaries under the Warehouse 
land usage.  

• The High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse land usage sees all side-street stop-
controlled intersections operating outside of the acceptable bounds for both the 
AM and PM peak hours.   
 

Based on these results it is recommended to: 
• Upgrade the intersections to the layouts needed to accommodate the lower 

traffic generator, Warehouse land usage, as discussed in the Vehicular 
Mitigation Analysis section. This land use likely represents a five to ten-year 
traffic volume and can be used to prepare for future expansion as traffic 
volumes increase. 

• Construct roundabouts at Bradford Road & Smith Road and CR 100 S & Smith 
Road instead of signalized intersections. Roundabouts provide a safe place for 
U-turning movements to occur while minimizing the effects of any future 
restrictions to the accesses onto Smith Road. If future volumes increase to the 
point where ¾-accesses or right-in right-out accesses are needed the 
roundabouts provide convenient locations for U-turns to occur for drivers forced 
to turn away from their preferred path. 
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• Reserve enough right of way along the study corridors and intersections to 
have sufficient land to expand to the high traffic generator land use mitigation 
layouts discussed for the High Cube Parcel Hub Warehouse mitigation. 

• Develop criteria for access driveways like those discussed here to minimize 
conflicts with adjacent intersections and provide sufficient capacity for the 
developments. 
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6. Appendix 

A. Figures 

B. The Language of Traffic Engineering 

C. Trip Generation Tables 

D. Peak Hour Volumes 

E. Level of Service (LOS) 

F. Capacity Analysis Backups 
• AM Existing 
• PM Existing 
• AM 2022 Build – Warehouse Land Use 
• PM 2022 Build – Warehouse Land Use 
• AM 2022 Build – High Cube Parcel Hub Land Use 
• PM 2022 Build – High Cube Parcel Hub Land Use 
• Signalized Mitigated PM 2022 Build – Warehouse Land Use 
• Roundabout Mitigated PM 2022 Build – Warehouse Land Use 
• Signalized Mitigated PM 2022 Build – High Cube Parcel Hub Land Use 
• Roundabout Mitigated PM 2022 Build – High Cube Parcel Hub Land 

Use 
• Signalized Mitigated PM 2022 Build, with Eastern AllPoints Connection 

– High Cube Parcel Hub Land Use 
• Roundabout Mitigated PM 2022 Build, with Eastern AllPoints 

Connection – High Cube Parcel Hub Land Use 
 

 


